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PRESS RELEASE

SOUTH ANDAMAN POLICE SOLVED MOLESTATION CASE & ARRESTED THE
ACCUSED FROM BANGALURU

The police staff of PS Aberdeen has been successful in arresting an accused from
Bangalore and recovering the phone and SIM used for committing the crime. On 08-08-
2017 a case was registered at PS Aberdeen on the complaint of a lady against an
unknown person harassing her since last one month through Whatsapp by by sending
his vulgar pictures and obscene chats.

The investigation of the case was taken up by SHO PS Aberdeen Insp. A. K. Singh,
who succeeded in tracing out the whereabouts of the accused person using
technical surveillance. The accused was found to be residing in North Bangalore,
Karnataka and subsequently a team consisting of SI M.V. Shiju Kumar, HC/910 Vijay
Shankar and PC/3015 D. Shiv Kumar was deputed to Bangaluru. The team along with
the support of Bangaluru Police traced out the accused from his own house.

The accused got the number of the complainant lady from some friend and then
started harassing her in the name of friendship. The lady clearly refused him and told
him that she will inform the police about his indecent behavior, to which the accused
was defiant and threatened her to post the chat on Facebook to defame her. However,
during interrogation, the accused confessed that he mustered the courage of harassing
her as he never thought that any police from Andaman will ever corne to catch him.

The case was sensitive in nature as it was related to outraging the modesty of a
woman, hence the entire team of PS Aberdeen headed by Inspr. A.K.Singh,
SHO PS Aberdeen and supervision of SDPO (SA) Shri. Nishant Gupta was working on
the case day and night.

The general public is requested to share information with Police in full
confidence. so that such anti-social elements are brought to justice and may pass such
information to 03192-232400 (PS Aberdeen), 250525 (PS Pahargaon), 232232(PS Chatham),
258411 (PS Bamboo Flat), 224934 (PS Ograbraj), 287590 (PS Humfrygunj), 282405 (PS
Havelock), 284208 (PS Hut Bay) and  282602 (PS Neil Island).




